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Abstract—A system concept for online alignment verification of millimeter-wave, corneal reflectometry is presented. The system utilizes beam scanning to generate magnitude-only reflectivity maps of the cornea at 650 GHz and compares these images to a precomputed/measured template map to confirm/reject sufficient alignment. A system utilizing 5 off-axis parabolic mirrors, a thin film beam splitter, and 2-axis galvanometric mirror was designed, simulated, and evaluated with geometric and physical optics. Simulation results informed the construction of a demonstrator system which was tested with a reference reflector. Similarity metrics computed with the aligned template and 26 misaligned positions, distributed on a 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm mesh, demonstrated sufficient misalignment detection sensitivity in 23 out of 26 positions. The results show that positional accuracy on the order of 0.5 mm is possible using 0.462 mm wavelength radiation due to the perturbation of coupling efficiency via beam distortion and beam walk-off.

Index Terms—Biological and medical imaging, THz imaging of cornea, medical diagnostics, clinical instruments

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave (mmW)-to-THz frequency mapping of corneal tissue water content (CTWC) continues to generate interest in the high frequency RF and photonics communities with increasing support from ophthalmology and related clinical specialties [1-8]. CTWC is currently difficult to quantify in vivo and abnormal increases in tissue hydration are associated with a number of corneal diseases [9-11] and correlated with tissue viability following various surgical procedures [12-15]. The cornea offers a unique opportunity for mmW-to-THz frequency remote sensing as the typical population variation in geometry and morphology are vanishingly small when evaluated on THz wavelength scales [2]. The absence of wavelength referenced physiologic variation results in limited target induced clutter thus enabling straightforward analysis of in vivo tissue properties. This allows system engineering to focus on the dielectric spectroscopic like measurements that take advantage of the natural cavity enhanced spectral signatures arising from the aqueous humor lying directly behind. In other words, resolution of lossy, longitudinal modes enables sensitive and specific quantification of dispersive optical path length leading to absolute measurement of CTWC.

Despite these favorable conditions, translation of mmW and THz frequency-based diagnostics to in vivo pilot trials has been difficult. One major barrier is alignment sensitivity where the combination of wavelength sized sources/detectors with relatively long optical path lengths within the instrument yields rapid coupling loss and beam walk-off due to uncontrolled patient movement. This challenge is similar to that faced in UV/VIS/NIR imaging of ocular structures (e.g. optical coherence tomography (OCT)) where the patient’s significant, uncontrolled movement with respect to desired spatial/volumetric resolution confounds image acquisition with sufficient clarity. Modern ophthalmologic imaging system (e.g. OCT, fluorescence angiography, etc.) overcome movement-based clutter by increasing acquisition speed and continually acquiring data until sufficient image clarity is obtained. Image clarity assessment may be quantified/automated or may be performed qualitatively by a technician via visual assessment. In either case, a real time validation is performed via imaging data.

Successful application of mmW and THz frequency
technology to corneal imaging also requires online, real-time verification of alignment but cannot leverage dense focal plane arrays and resolution of small, known anatomical structures as reference points. Further lower illumination frequencies enable more clinically relevant penetration depths but further limit the number of useful pixels on target. Finally, it is difficult, in practice, to optically couple a mmW imaging system with, e.g. a NIR imaging system to provide online, external validation of corneal position relative to the mmW aperture.

To address this problem, we propose implementing THz imaging as an alignment adjunct to mmW-based CTWC quantification. In this concept, a higher frequency with insufficient penetration depth is used to image the surface of the cornea while a lower frequency, mmW band is used to assess water content. The high frequency coupling between source and detector generates contrast that is quite sensitive and specific to optimal corneal alignment. Thus, both the mmW and THz data are obtained simultaneously and continuously, and the THz data is used to screen for optimal alignment at which point the concomitant mmW data is used to extract CTWC. These bands are inherently compatible since quasi-optical designs optimized for mmW radiation are generally low loss and well behaved in the low THz band (e.g. < 1 THz).

This article details the design theory and simulation of a corneal imaging using off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirrors and compares them to experimental results. The scanning architecture and its working principals are presented. Ray tracing, quasioptical, and physical optic simulations of the scanning subsystem and the complete optical systems are presented where the expected image contrast in the aligned and misaligned cases are presented. A scanning system is constructed and fed by a 650 GHz narrow band frequency multiplier source. Image data from characterization targets is compared and contrasted to the simulation results and an image similarity metric for optimal alignment detection is presented and tested.

II. ADJUNCT ALIGNMENT SYSTEM CONCEPT

A. Previous work on alignment sensitivity

Alignment sensitivity of a quasioptical system, composed of two custom biconvex aspherical lenses, was explored with physical optics (PO) [16]. A broad band (220 GHz – 330 GHz) Gaussian beam was routed through a lens train and incident on a sphere of water surrounded by a lossy spherical shell and representing the electromagnetic properties of the cornea. The shell was 0.5 mm thick and 78% water by volume and was placed such that the incident field curvature was matched to the target surface curvature. The scattered beam was rerouted back to the beam feed and complex reflectivity spectra generated via field coupling computations. The complex spectra were analyzed with the equivalent planar stratified media under plane wave illumination conditions, and particle swarm optimization (PSO) was used to extract a baseline thickness and water content of ~ 0.49 mm and ~ 79.9% respectively. Misalignment effects were explored by displacing the target in the axial and transverse directions and rerunning the PSO at each position. Axial displacements of 0.1 mm produced errors of ~ 0.042 mm and 6% in thickness and water content estimates respectively. Transverse displacements were explored up to 0.5 mm and produced errors of ~ 0.140 mm and 5% in thickness and water content estimates respectively. In all cases, the change total (band integrated) coupled power was negligible making it nearly impossible to detect misalignment with the 220 GHz – 330 GHz band alone.

B. Concept

A conceptual diagram integrating the mmW and reflectometer and proposed alignment adjunct are displayed in Figure 1(a). The mmW and THz beams orthogonally polarized and are quasioptically coupled via a free standing or substrate deposited wire grid polarizer.

![Figure 1. Alignment concept. (a) A quasioptical diplexer (e.g. wire grid polarizer) multiplexes the THz and mmW beams on a common optical axis. When the cornea is positioned correctly with respect to the aperture in (b) the THz image shows the contrast in (d). When the cornea is misaligned (c) there is a significant change in imaging contrast (e) arising from the rapid degradation in coupling.](image)

Lenses/M Mirrors 2 and 3 (L2/M2 and L3/M3 in Figure 1), and the total free space path between them, are designed to optimize the match between source beam radius and corneal curvature in the mmW band [17]. Additionally, L2,3/M2,3 are designed to create collimated beams with long confocal distances and thus free space path lengths sufficiently large to accommodate the beam splitter and other optics. In this setup, mmW reflectivity spectrum and THz imagery are continually acquired. When the observed THz contrast matches a pre-known/computed contrast map for optimal alignment, the concomitant mmW spectra is processed to compute corneal water content. This concept is further enumerated in Figure 1 (b) – (d). Figure 1 (b) shows the cornea aligned such that the incident phase front curvature is matched to the surface curvature upon incidence. The corresponding THz magnitude image is displayed in Figure 1 (c) and serves as a template contrast map indicating ideal alignment. Transverse misalignment is demonstrated in Figure 1 (d) and corresponding THz magnitude image in Figure 1 (e). Substantial differences in spatial contrast are seen and quantitative metrics can be applied to evaluate similarities between the two images thus confirming or rejecting sufficient alignment. In practice, it may be difficult to collocate optimal
alignment positions. Furthermore, if the optimal positions are displaced from each other by more than ~1 mm (further discussed in later sections) the optimal MMW system position may correspond to ~0 signal (no discernable image) in the THz system due to walk-off losses and degradation in coupling efficiency. Experimentally, the optimal position of the MMW system relies on 3D scans over a very fine (~λ/6) grid and analysis of peak amplitude in the Fourier transformed, time domain traces at each grid point [18, 19]. Thus, a good approach is to find the optimal MMW position and then independently tweak the THz system alignment. This approach is compatible with Figure 1 where, if the polarizer is optically thin at MMW then tip/tilt perturbations to align the THz beam should produce negligible changes in the MMW beam path.

The following sections motivate WR-1.5 (500 GHz – 750 GHz) as a reasonable lower bound on imaging band and compare relevant performance to the WR-3.4 band.

C. Imaging Band motivation: Spot size

The spot size on the cornea should be sufficiently small to provide reasonable pixel count with minimal overlap to generate an image sufficient for pattern recognition. Previous work has shown that placing the corneal center of curvature such that the corneal surface lies beyond the confocal point and in the geometric region of the beam propagation simplifies the optical requirements and renders the optical system broadband [17].

\[
z_c = \frac{\pi w_0^2}{\lambda} < \frac{R_s}{2} \Rightarrow w_0^+ = \sqrt{\frac{R_s \lambda}{2\pi}}
\]

\[
z_0 \text{ s.t. } R(z_0) = R_s \Rightarrow z_0^2 - R_z z_0 + z_c^2 = 0
\]

\[
w_1^+ = w_0^+ \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{z_0}{z_c(w_0^+)^2}\right)}
\]

Previous work identified the upper bound on the confocal distance \( z_c \) in equation (1) which, in turn, defines an upper bound on beam waist (\( w_0^+ \)) formed by the focusing optics [17]. Additionally, the beam waist lower bound, \( w_0^- = \lambda/2 \), maintains the paraxial approximation. To compute the relevant spot sizes on target, phase front curvature matching was imposed at the corneal surface. Beams with input waist \( w_0^+ \) and \( w_0^- \) were back propagated to identify the axial distance (\( z_0 \) in equation (2)) corresponding to a beam radius of curvature equal to the corneal radius of curvature (\( R(z_0) = R_s \), equation (2)). The computed axial distance \( z_0 \) was used with the standard Gaussian beam spot size relation (3) to compute approximate beam radius on the cornea denoted as \( w_0^+ \).

Equations (1) - (3) are described in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) for \( w_0^+ \) and \( w_0^- \) respectively Figure 2(a) shows the special case where all the diverging beams spot size equal \( R_s/\pi \) at \( z = -R_s \) independent of frequency. Figure 2(b) is the special case where \( z_0 \) is independent of frequency.

![Figure 2. Beam radius on cornea as a function of frequency and parameterized by beam waist radius at the corneal Center of Curvature (CoC). (a) Beam evolution with minimum spot size \( w_0^+ \). The spectral components are indicated by the color map. The overlaid black trace corresponds to 275 GHz. (b) Same as (a) but the input spot is \( w_0^- \) from equation (2). (c) the resulting spot sizes on the cornea: \( w_0^- \) and \( w_0^+ \).](image)

The Gaussian beam is intercepted some distance away from the waist location. This results in larger beam spot size on the cornea for smaller initial waist radii as evidence by the \( w_0^+ \) plot in Figure 2(c); a smaller waist corresponds to a larger beam convergence/divergence angle. The spot size on cornea, in the geometric limit, is minimized by maximizing the beam waist radius and thus minimizing divergence angle as demonstrated by the \( w_0^+ \) curve in Figure 2. Both curves are superimposed on shaded regions representing the WR-3.4 (220 GHz – 330 GHz) and WR-1.5 (500 GHz – 750 GHz).

D. Imaging Band motivation: limiting tear film influence

Ideally, the corneal should look like a homogenous half space in the THz imaging system operating band. Specifically, the band should be sufficiently high that the corneal-aqueous humor interface is screened by dielectric loss. Further, sensitivity to rapid time varying tear film thickness (due to drying), should be minimized. This constraint ensures that contrast variation across the field of view (FOV) can be attributed, nominally, to alignment/ misalignment and the subsequent perturbation to antenna feed coupling.
To assess spectrum, a simple numerical corneal dielectric model was constructed consisting of a 500 μm thick film of protein (40% by volume) and free water (60% by volume). The constituents were “mixed” with Bruggeman effective media theory and sandwiched between a half space of vacuum and 100% water. Finally, a tear film consisting of 100% water was placed between cornea and air with thicknesses of 30 μm, 20 μm, 10 μm, and 1 μm to capture the effects of drying. These layers and their definitions are illustrated in Figure 3(a). The 10-micron step between the largest three values was motivated by the nominal depth resolution of modern anterior segment OCT systems [20] and represent an approximate practical resolution limit. The 1 μm thickness serves as lower bound on in vivo tear film measurements performed with experimental OCT systems [21].

The dimensionless optical thickness computed as the product of propagation constant (β) and physical thickness (ℓ) is shown in Figure 3(b) and parameterized by tear film thickness. The approximate regime border between thick and thin is indicated by the βℓ = 1 line.

The low frequency undulations (especially in the phase plot in Figure 3(c)) are due to the decrease in dielectric loss as the frequency is decreased and demonstrate the lossy longitudinal modes of the corneal cavity that can be leveraged for corneal spectroscopy [4, 17]. Conversely, peak locations and amplitudes are affected by tear film, thickness and thus time varying tear film is a confounder to both spectroscopy and alignment sensitivity.

The interplay between optical thickness and loss is evident in the spectra. As the frequency is increased, the tear film layer optical thickness and dielectric loss increase in kind. The WR-1.5 band serves as a tradeoff region where even the thick tear film (~ 30 μm) is still optically thin but the dielectric loss is sufficiently high that the tear film/cornea interface is screened.

Thus, for the tear film thicknesses considered, imaging contrast in this band can be primarily attributed to geometry, its match/mismatch to the illumination phase front, and its effects on coupling efficiency.

III. IMAGING SYSTEM DESIGN

The beam scanning mechanism is displayed in Figure 4. This design is similar to laser scanning microscopy (e.g. confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography) which typically employ galvano-metric or resonance mirrors to transform translation in the angular domain at some intermediary plane to transverse, planar translation at the imaging plane.

Standard optical system design decouple the azimuthal and elevation scan directions to separate planar mirrors whose axes are mutually orthogonal [22]. Due to the comparatively short confocal distances (z_c) at the design wavelength the system was designed with a single gimbal-mirror-like optical translation where rotational motion is about the center point of the mirror surface.

---

Figure 3. (a) stratified media model for fixed cornea and varying corneal tear film thickness. (b) optical path as a function of frequency, parameterized by tear film thickness. (c) Magnitude (left axis) and phase (right axis) plot of simulated total reflection as a function of frequency, parameterized by tear film thickness.

Figure 4. Double mirror, angular scanning imaging system design. The input beam is steered by the (θ, φ) scanning mirror. Three θ angle scan locations are plotted.

There are two key improvements over previous work [1, 2] which used rectilinear translate of two plane mirrors to scan a the clear aperture of a single large OAP mirror. (1) Angular scanning at moderate speeds can produce rapid transverse
translation in the collimated beam path and the total image acquisition time is greatly reduced compared rectilinear scanning [1, 2]. (2) The collimated beam diameter is a function of scanning angle resulting in a partial optimization of beam parameters with respect to the spot size on target. In previous designs [1], larger beam diameters at the far edge of the OAP minimized the spot size while smaller beam diameters at the near edge of the OAP minimized the spot size [1, 2]. This behavior is illustrated by ray paths in Figure 5 (a).

A. ABCD matrix analysis of mirror separation and feed directivity

ABCD matrix analysis was performed to estimate the effects of varying collimated beam path length and feed horn directivity on beam radius and coupling efficiency. The beam waist radius in the initial complex beam parameter was set equal to the feed horn beam waist. The quasioptical setup and problem definition for the angularly scanned system are displayed in Figure 5 (a) and (b) respectively. The mirror front surface centroid is coincident with the focal point of OAP A and the cornea center of curvature (CoC) is coincident with the focal point of OAP B. The beam angle theta is defined with respect to the z-axis (standard spherical coordinates).

\[ f_e(\theta) = \frac{2f_p}{1 + \cos(\theta)} \]  
\[ d(\theta) = f_p \left( \frac{2\cos(\theta)}{1 + \cos(\theta)} + \frac{A}{2f_p} \left( 1 + \frac{A}{8f_p} \right) \right) \]  
\[ D(\theta) = 2d(\theta) + d_0 \]

The equivalent quasioptical setup in terms of ABCD matrices, is described by the right side of Figure 5 where the mirror segment subtended by the beam and pierced by the beam centroid is represented by an equivalent thin lens of focal length \( f_0 \). The diverging beam travels free space path \( f_e(\theta) \), is collimated by a lens of focal length \( f_p \), travels free space path length \( D(\theta) \), is focused by another lens of focal length \( f_0 \), and then travels \( f_e(\theta) \) to the cornea. The beam then retraces its path back to the reference plane. This path is described by 2x2 matrix multiplication of path from plane-to-to-cornea (\( M_{P\rightarrow C} \)), reflection from the cornea (\( M_C \)), and the reverse path back to the reference plane (\( M_{C\rightarrow P} \)). The theta dependence of the parameters in Equations (7) – (9) has been suppressed for brevity and the equations for \( M_{P\rightarrow C} \) and \( M_{C\rightarrow P} \) further delineated into \( M_1, M_2, \) and \( M_3 \) for clarity.

\[ M_{P\rightarrow C} = \begin{bmatrix} R_C f_e & R_C - f_C \\ -1 f_e & 1 - f_e \\ \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \\ \end{bmatrix} = M_1 M_2 M_3 \]

\[ M_{C\rightarrow P} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & f_e \\ 1 f_e & 1 \\ \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \\ \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -1 f_e & R_C f_e \\ \end{bmatrix} = M_4 M_5 M_6 \]

\[ M_C = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \frac{2}{R_C} \\ 0 & 1 \\ \end{bmatrix} \]

Equations (4) – (9) enable estimation of the scanning system performance parameterized by OAP separation distance \( d_0 \) and source directivity. Two key parameters are of interest in evaluating imaging system performance. The first is the effect of varying collimated path length \( D(\theta=90^o) \). The canonical, Gaussian beam telescope separation is \( D(\theta=90^o) = 2f_e \) although the range may be constrained by the mmW system optics, wire grid polarizer, etc. The second parameter is antenna directivity which is utilized in this work via effective beam waist radius.

Three separation distances were evaluated and defined by the path length of the centroid at \( \theta = 90^o \); \( d_0 = 0 \) st. \( D(90^o) = 1.3f_e \), \( d_0 \) st. \( D(90^o) = 2.0f_e \), and \( d_0 \) st. \( D(90^o) = 3.0f_e \). The 1.3\( f_e \) corresponds to \( d_0 = 0 \) and 2\( f_e \) is the Gaussian beam telescope separation distance. In addition to free space path length, two different beam waist sizes were \( w_0 = 0.66 \) mm and \( w_0 = 0.99 \) mm corresponding to the 12° and 10° diagonal feedhorn gains respectively which are commercially available from the source supplier. The results are denoted by the dashed line style in Figure 6 and are labeled Geometric Optics (GO).
B. Physical Optics (PO) Analysis of scanning system

Physical Optics were also used to simulate and analyze scanning and beam propagation using the same approach as [1, 2]. The analysis was performed with both GRASP (TICRA, Copenhagen, Denmark) and inhouse codes. Beam radii were computed via the $1/e$ envelope of the fields to account for spatial variation due to diffraction. The coupling efficiencies were computed with

$$K = \frac{\int |(E_r \cdot E_i)| dA}{\int |E_r|^2 dA \int |E_i|^2 dA}$$

where $K$ is the power coupling coefficient, $E_i$ is the incident electric field, defined at the source plane, and $E_r$ is the reference electric field that is focused back at the source plane. The reference electric field was a linearly polarized Gaussian beam with a beam waist identical to the source feed.

C. Results

The ABCD parametric analysis results are shown in Figure 6 where the x-axis corresponds to the angular position on cornea. The curves plotted in a dotted line style and are labeled by their corresponding collimated path length. The system matrices used to compute the curves are displayed in the boxed inset. The curves are grouped into the $w_0 = 0.66$ mm and $w_0 = 0.99$ mm horn triplets. The corresponding PO results are superimposed with a solid line style and a colormap shared with the ABCD matrix results.

Figure 6 (a) reports the spot size on cornea and shows a monotonic, positive trend for increasing theta. The increased spread and decreased spot size in of $w_0 = 0.99$ mm curves, as compared to the $w_0 = 0.66$ mm curves indicate that the resulting beam waists from the $w_0 = 0.99$ mm horn are significantly closer to the corneal surface. The PO results demonstrate excellent agreement with the GO results for the $w_0 = 0.66$ horn across an $\sim 84^\circ - 105^\circ$ scan range. Similarly, the $w_0 = 0.99$ mm horn and ABCD matrix analysis agree well over an $\sim 83^\circ - 112^\circ$ range where the increased range is due to a smaller beam radius incident on the first mirror.

The final spot size on OAP B ($M_2 M_3 M_c M_p C$) referenced top the initial spot size ($M_1$) was computed to explore aperture spill over due to the optical path and the results are shown in Figure 6(b). The lower directivity horn displays limited beam walk-off while the high directivity beam demonstrates significant spill over at the mirror near edge, even for short path length 1.3fe.

Figure 6 (c) reports the overall coupling from scan mirror, to cornea, back to scan mirror and gives an indication of expected image contrast due to angular dependent coupling coefficient. The lower directivity horn produces superior coupling efficiency for any angle and collimated path length, while the higher directivity horn produces a greater variation in coupling across the scan angle.

The PO results confirm a usable scan range of $\sim 84 - 105$ degrees depending on the mirror and horn configurations. Additionally, both analysis types indicate that, while beam propagation is affected by the collimated path length between the OAPs mirrors, this path length has limited effect on coupling efficiency under ideal alignment conditions. While the less directive horn ($w_0 = 0.66$) offers superior coupling efficiency and a reduced ratio of input to output beam waist (spillover), the efficiency differs by less than a factor of 2 so the SNR degradation is manageable. The more directive horn ($w_0 = 0.99$) produces a smaller spot size on target and larger FOV yielding an increase in unique pixels with which to create the aligned case image. (Visualization of PO computed beam propagation is shown in Appendix A.) The larger FOV of the $w_0 = 0.99$ antenna is attributed to the reduced beam radius at the first mirror owning to the decreased spread.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMAGING SYSTEM

A. System

A prototype system, with the optical layout in Figure 4 and block diagram in Figure 7 was constructed.
An Amplifier-Multiple Chain (AMC) (Virginia Diodes, VA) and a WR1.5 wave-guide mounted zero biased Schottky diode (ZBD) (Virginia Diodes, VA) were used as THz source and detector. The main properties are as shown in the figure. To get rid of the possible standing waves in the measurement, the source is frequency modulated over ~500 MHz, providing a wide enough bandwidth to cancel the etalon effect of the whole optical path, at a rate of 100 kHz. The source is also amplitude modulated with the TTL output from the lock-in amplifier (LIA) at a frequency of 950 Hz and the detection signal was fed to the LIA, demodulated, low-pass filtered and acquired using a LabJack U6 ADC, with a resolution of 16 bits (±1 V) at sample rate of 2000 samples/s. Both the source and detector were coupled to 26 dB gain pyramidal horns and the total source power was ~ -1 dBm.

A CAD design of the system is shown in Figure 8(a) and is based on the optics design in Figure 4. The source ① is coupled to the galvanometric scan mirror ④ via the 50.8 mm clear aperture OAP mirror pair labeled ②. The 101.6 mm clear aperture OAP pair labeled ⑤, combined with the scan mirror performs the imaging. A Mylar beam splitter ③ and third 50.8 mm clear aperture OAP mirror focuses the reflected, collected radiation to the feedhorn of a zero-bias Schottky diode detector ⑨ mounted to a 3-axis stage ⑧. Test targets ⑥ are mounted to a 3-axis stage ⑧ and this assembly is rigidly attached to the 101.6 mm OAP mirror mount to simplify alignment. An image of the assembled system is shown in Figure 8(b). Two RSW60C-E03T3 rotary stages connected to a X-MCB2 (Zaber Technologies Inc.), were used as the motion actuator of the rotating mirror.

B. Reference target imaging results

Reference targets were imaged by the system to confirm operation and sufficient spot size on target for the displaced target imaging experiments. A visible image of a brass, 3/8” = 9.525 mm RoC sphere is shown in Figure 9(a) and the corresponding THz image in Figure 9(e). The THz reflectivity demonstrates good symmetry about the vertical axis and the contrast variation from bottom to top of the FOV is consistent with the decreasing signal for increased increasing mirror scanning angle predicted by the ABCD Gaussian beam analysis in Section III.

Step response spherical targets consisting of brass and dielectric hemispheres were imaged in different orientations to assess spot size on target. Visible images of the target in two orthogonal orientations are displayed in Figure 9(b) and Figure 9(c) with corresponding THz images in Figure 9(f) and Figure 9(g) respectively. Analysis of step response contrast using methods presented previously [1] returned a 1/e radius of ~ 2 mm which is ~ 0.5 mm larger than that predicted from GB theory.
Finally, a 2 mm wide dielectric tape was applied to the brass sphere and imaged with the THz imaging system. A visible image indicating strip orientation and corresponding THz image are shown in Figure 9(d) and Figure 9(h) respectively.

C. Corneal Phantom

A corneal phantom (soft contact lens 31% nelfilcon A, 69% water in isotonic phosphate-acetate buffered saline) with plastic background was imaged to explore the water content imaging capability of the system. The contact lens taken directly from the solution was positioned on the polypropylene ball, the solution was left to evaporate under lab environment and images were acquired using our THz system.

In Figure 10, (a) is the visible image of the target, a contact lens attached to a polypropylene ball, with radii of curvature of 3/8" = 9.525 mm; (b) is the THz image immediately taken after the contact lens was attached to the ball, perfectly tight; in figure (c), a bubble was intentionally left in the center area between the contact lens and the polypropylene ball, the ring-shape image very well reflected the existence of the bubble; figure (d) was taken 3 min after (c) was taken. Comparing (c) and (d), we noticed the shift of the red color, which matches the possible migration of the water under the influence of gravity.

V. SIMULATION AND IMAGING OF A DISPLACED REFERENCE REFLECTOR

A. Geometry and experimental data acquisition

The relevant geometry for simulation and experiments is displayed in Figure 11 which shows a wire mesh of the final OAP focusing surface and a wire mesh of the spherical reflector. The OAP focal point and corneal CoC are collocated at the origin of the local axis (x', y', z') = (0, 0, 0).

Images in both the simulation and experiment were acquired at all combinations of x' = ±0.5, y' = ±0.5 and z' = ±0.5 displacements for a total of 27 reflector positions that span a 1 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm cube. The positions and directions, relative to the mirror and sample geometry, are denoted in Figure 11 and follow the right-hand rule. 650 GHz corresponds to a free space wavelength of 0.461 mm. However, displacements of 0.5 mm were selected because they were straightforward to implement experimentally with the manual micrometer in the assembled system. Experimental results confirmed that target displacements beyond ~ 1 mm in the transverse direction corresponded with insufficient SNR for image formation thus simulations were limited to a maximum displacement of 1 mm.

B. Geometric Optics

Nonsequential ray tracing was performed with ASAP (Breault Research Organization). The source was an emitting disk with a radius of 1 mm and emitting with half angle of 10 degrees at a wavelength of 0.461 mm (650 GHz). 65 x 65 = 4225 mirror positions were simulated by varying the galvanometric mirror angle with 1-degree steps so that θ ∈ [50°,114°] [-40°,24°], ϕ ∈ [-32°,32°], which reflects the scanning area and steps of the imager. The 5 mm x 5 mm detector plane was partitioned into 101 x 101 = 10,201 pixels and used to create intensity maps of scattered, collected radiation as a function of scanning mirror position. Beam distortion was analyzed and then these maps were spatially integrated to form a total collected flux for each (θ, ϕ) pair. Intensity maps as a function (θ, ϕ) were generated for each of the 27 target locations discussed in section V.A.
Collected beam rays at the detector plane, for 9 different mirror positions, centered about the point \((0, \phi) = (90^\circ, 0^\circ)\), are shown in Figure 12(a). These images were generated when the reference reflector was located in the \((x', y', z') = (0, 0, 0)\) position. Figure 12(b) shows an expanded map of the \((0, \phi) = (90^\circ, 0^\circ)\) and demonstrates significant beam distortion, even for the on-axis, aligned case. The beam distortion is due to the finite (non-zero) extent of the source. When a source with a non-zero width is reflected by the spherical target, the reflected beams are no longer colinear with the illumination beams. Further, the angle between the reflected beams and the OAP mirror surface normal is not radially symmetric about the beam centroid since the mirror is off-axis. This creates the beam distortion and results in the smearing of energy seen outside the source image perimeter as indicated by the white circle. The total collected contrast map for the \((x', y', z') = (0, 0, 0)\) position is displayed in Figure 12(c) with the \(\theta = 90^\circ, \varphi = 0^\circ\) axes labeled. The pixel lying at the intersection of these axes is denoted by a black circle and was computed by integrating the total intensity in Figure 12(b).

C. Displaced target Imaging Results

All simulation and experimental results are displayed in Figure 13 where the modalities (simulation type, experiment) are arranged in the columns (a,b,c,d) and the rows (i,ii,iii) represent varying locations of the reference reflector along the \(z'\) axis (-0.5 mm, 0 mm, 0.5 mm). The center image within each 3 x 3 panel represents the \((x', y', z') = (0, 0)\) position at each \(z'\) location and modality. Images located up, down, right, and left from the center image represent the \(+y', -y', +x', \: \text{and} \: -x'\) directions respectively as indicated in Figure 11. The bold boxed images in row (ii) represent the aligned maps corresponding to the \((x', y', z') = (0, 0, 0)\) position for each modality and are used as the template images in Section VI.

The analysis of non-sequential ray tracing results generally overestimated the mirror scan solid angle over which significant signal is collected. This is likely due to computing images with total power arriving at the detector plane instead of a weighted average moderated by original source spatial extent and the angle of scattered beam arrival. Nevertheless, image based entirely on GO-based characterization of beam walk-off serves as a reasonable prediction of experimental behavior. The largest discrepancy is at the \((x', y', z') = (\pm 0.5, -0.5, 0.5)\) mm target positions represented by the southwest (SW) and southeast (SE) images in the Figure 13(a.iii) panel.

The 650 GHz PO images display some discrepancy with the experimental results in on the \(z' = 0\) plane: Figure 13(c.ii) but very good agreement with the \(z' = \pm 0.5\) mm planes. Features are more accurately predicted by the PO results than the ray tracing results at 650 GHz which produced tighter distributions in signal about the maximum.

The OAP mirrors orientations were set to maintain parallel mirror pairs throughout the optics train. In addition to minimizing beam aberrations and cross polarization, the parallel orientations ensure a symmetric imaging performance for target positions of equal but opposite displacement. This is demonstrated by the 9 simulation panels Figure 13 (a,c,d,i-iii). Each panel is symmetric about a vertical line that bisects the middle column of the 9 image subsets per panel. This vertical line corresponds to the symmetry plane of the large OAP mirrors labeled OAP A and OAP B. Also note that there is no symmetry about the horizontal axis which corresponds to the lack of symmetry in the off axis mirrors about this plane. The experimental data in Figure 13 (b,i-iii) shows some break from symmetry about the vertical axis; particularly Figure 13 (b.iii). We believe this discrepancy is due to misalignment between the mirrors and/or source and detector in the optics train. The 650 GHz beam path undergoes reflections from 8 parabolic mirror surfaces, three planar surfaces, and one spherical surface. Any misalignment between OAP mirror aperture centroids, or even non-optimal alignment between the source/OAP or detector/OAP pairs can induce asymmetry in the beam that is exacerbated as it propagates.

In addition to misalignment, the discrepancy may also be due to the feed antenna simplification where a best fit Gaussian Beam was used to initiate propagation instead of the actual diagonal horn beam pattern.

A quantitative estimate of agreement between simulation and experiment were explored via the Zero Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC) and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) described respectively by equation (11) and (12) in section VI. Each ray tracing/physical optic image was compared to the corresponding experimental image via these metrics. The images were resampled to ensure a one-to-one spatial correspondence between pixels from different modalities. The SSIM is reported in the top left corner of each panel while the ZNCC is reported in the top right. These assessments demonstrate reasonable agreement in some regions and highlight significant discrepancies in others.

The comparison PO results at 275 GHz in Figure 13(d) show little apparent contrast variation for changing target location and are, qualitatively, insufficient for detecting misalignment. This is consistent with previous experimental [18, 19], and simulation [16] results in the WR-3.4 band.
VI. ALIGNMENT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Two image comparison metrics were used to quantify sensitivity to target displacement via assessment of image contrast. Zero Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC, equation (11)) is a form of matched filtering that normalizes cross correlations by the total energy to focus on similarities/differences in contrast [23]. This method was applied previously and generates an output between -1 (perfectly anti-correlated) and +1 (perfectly correlated) [24].

\[
ZNCC = \frac{1}{N\sigma_{AB}} \sum_{x,y} (I_A(x,y) - \mu_A)(I_B(x,y) - \mu_B)
\]  

Equation (11) operates on image A and image B indicated by \(I_A(x,y)\) and \(I_B(x,y)\) respectively and \((x,y)\) are the spatial coordinates of the medium. \(\mu\) is the mean of image \#, \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation of image \#, and \(N\) is the total number of pixels in the image.

Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) is a method developed to assess image quality degradation from an ideal image by comparing means, variances, and covariances of spatially registered moving windows within the candidate images [25]. The SSIM metric ranges from 0 to 1 and produces a similarity index described by equation (12) where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are constants.

\[
SSIM = \frac{(2\mu_A\mu_B + (\alpha L)^2)(2\sigma_{AB} + (\beta L)^2)}{\mu_A^2 + \mu_B^2 + (\alpha L)^2}(\sigma_A^2 + \sigma_B^2 + (\beta L)^2)
\]  

The parameters \(\mu\) and \(\sigma\) in (12) are the same as equation (11), \(\sigma_{AB}\) is the covariance between A and B, and \(L\) is the image dynamic range. If the localized windows are increased to the image size, then equation (12) converges to the mean SSIM or MSSIM. MSSIM was utilized for image characterization.

ZNCC and MSSIM were computed for the aligned image (non-displaced image \(0,0,0\)) paired with all other images. Prior to metric computations, a 1/e contour was found for each \((0,0,0)\) image and applied to all misaligned images, as shown in Figure 14. The 1/e heuristic formed a reasonable tradeoff between a small pixel count for contours >>1/e and artificially high ZNCC/MSSIM scores arising from a large 0-signal area in the FOV. The top-hat like contrast visible in the full FOV masks contributions from small contrast variation within the top-hat and thus produces large ZNCC/MSSIM scores that are not.

Figure 13. Simulation and experimental results. (a) Geometric optics (Ray tracing) (b) Experimental results at 650 GHz, (c) Physical Optics at 650 GHz, (d) Physical Optics at 275 GHz. Rows correspond to (i) -0.5 mm, (ii) 0 mm, and (iii) 0.5 mm axial displacements of the reference reflector. The outlined images in each column set indicate the template image located at (0, 0, 0).
consistent with qualitative assessments of contrast variation. The ZNCC scores were evaluated with a 0.7 threshold where a ZNCC > 0.7 [26] indicates insufficient misalignment detection sensitivity. The authors were unable to find published threshold standards for MSSIM and thus set the MSSIM threshold to 0.85 or 85% of the MSSIM range: [0, 1]. This is equivalent to the same ZNCC range; 0.7 = 85% of [-1, 1]. This workflow is further described by the image in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Image analysis workflow. The contrast map from the aligned (0,0,0) case serves as the template for image similarity comparisons. A 1/e intensity mask was extracted from the template image and only pixels within these masks are compared.

Figure 15 shows ZNCC scores with positions corresponding to the image position in Figure 13. The aligned (0,0,0) case for each simulation/measurement type is indicated by the red dotted box and, by definition, achieves a score of 1 (self-correlation).

The axially misaligned images in Figure 15(a.i) and Figure 15(a.iii) correspond to the (0,0,0.5) and (0,0,-0.5) positions respectively and both produced ZNCCs of 0.96 suggesting limited sensitivity to displacement along the axis. These high ZNCC are consistent with the similar appearance of the images.

The (x = ± 0.5, y = 0, z = 0) images in Figure 15(a.ii) both yield 0.92 for 0-axis displacement while the (x = 0, y = ± 0.5, z = 0) achieved a ZNCC of 0.15 and 0.53 for the positive and negative displacement respectively. The (x = ± 0.5, y = 0, z = -0.5) images in Figure 15(a.1) are the only other maps that achieved a ZNCC above the 0.7 threshold. Note that while approximate symmetry is achieved about the y-axis for all three z-planes, the ZNCC in equivalent positions about the y-axis vary, at maximum, up to 7 parts in 100. For example, Figure 15(a.1) image (x = -0.5, y = -0.5, z = 0) and image (x = -0.5, y = -0.5, z = 0). This discrepancy is likely due to shot noise arising from a finite number of rays and the statistical distribution from which source ray location and angle are pulled.

The PO results in Figure 15.c.i-iii demonstrate similar results where displacements along the z axis achieved a 0.99 ZNCC. However, nearly all transversely misaligned locations at the z = ± 0.5 planes produced a lower ZNCC than the ray tracing data sets. One outlier is the (x = 0, y = 0.5, z = 0) location which displayed a ZNCC of 0.94. The unmasked images are visually different while the masked FOV is quite similar.

Figure 15. Zero Normalized Cross Correlation (ZNCC) analysis of image results in Figure 13. The modalities are arranged in columns (a-d) and the axial location of each transverse plane in rows (i-iii). The ZNCC score is housed in a box with a grayscale colormap ranging from -1 to 1. Each modality uses its own (0,0,0) image as the template.

The experimental results follow similar trends to the analysis of ray tracing and PO results albeit with less target locations exceeding the 0.7 threshold. Only the (x = 0, y = 0, z = ± 0.5) locations. The largest observed ZNCC is at (x = 0, y = 0.5, z = 0); just above the (x,y,z = 0) template. This is a departure from the simulations and is attributed to the apparent optical mirror misalignment as discussed in the section V.C.

The comparison PO results at 275 GHz are displayed in Figure 15(d.1-iii) and show limited sensitivity to misalignment. The smallest observed ZNCC is 0.93 and a total of target position images are completely indistinguishable from the template position (ZNCC = 1.)

MSSIM applied to the simulation and experimental results produced trends similar to the ZNCC as seen in Figure 16. Target displacement along the optical axis paired with no transverse misalignment is difficult to detect. One notable difference is that images generated with PO at 650 GHz generally outperforms the experiment. MSSIM is a global average of localized correlations and it appears that the coherence effects (ripple) observed in many of the misaligned images contributed to the differences between candidate image and template.

Another notable set of differences are the 275 GHz results where several MSSIM scores fall below the 0.8 threshold; e.g. (x = ± 0.5, y = 0.5, z = -0.5) in Figure 16.(d.i). These scores suggest that SSIM is more sensitive than ZNCC at detecting asymmetries in image contrast in this context.

Finally, a 0.8 threshold applied to the MSSIM computed with the experimental images suggests sufficient sensitivity to all combinations of non-0 displacements. While contrast variation somewhat supports these results, the column registration (e.g. Figure 13.(b.ii) errors in some of the images corresponding to locations near the template are the likely culprits for the large sensitivity. The synchronicity between mirror actuation and data acquisition was randomly lost resulting in rows of pixels in adjacent columns not corresponding the contiguous region on the
target. This results in the non-physical edges in contrast. Conversely, the ZNCC metric appears less sensitive to these errors and indicate that MSSIM may not be an ideal metric when the noise is low.

Assuming that the optimal alignment positions of a millimeter wave, quasioptical transceiver and THz quasioptical transceiver can be collocated in practice, the combination of the proposed imaging system with a millimeter wave reflectometer makes practical sense. For target positions displaced by more than ~ 1 mm, the imaging system produces mostly noise even though substantial signal remains on the millimeter wave channel. Thus, this these positions can be easily rejected. For target positions that are displaced ~ 0.5 – 1 mm or ~ 1λ – 2λ from optimal, it’s quite clear from the THz image that the target is not optimally located. It’s less clear where the detection limit in the 0 – 0.5 mm (~ 0λ – 1λ) range. Additional experimental work with better target position control and expanded simulation analysis to characterize the ZNCC and MSSIM metrics in the presence of noise are needed to explore the limit.

As for real world application, we believe that simply identifying misalignment is sufficient whereas characterizing how the target is misaligned, is information that would not be easily used as online, real time control and adjustment of the system aperture, seems infeasible at this time. Moreover, given the difficulty of maintaining a steady gaze it’s reasonable to assume that, over a short time window, the cornea will pass through the optimal position and that this even will be detected by the THz imaging system.
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Analysis of the spot size on target at the extreme ends of the scanning range, defined by the OAP aperture diameter, are shown in Figure A17. Less distortion is seen for scanning using the more directive feed which leads to less diffraction effects from reflector edges. This is similar to the results from previous work [1, 2] in the main document.

**Appendix A: Visualization of Beams**

**Spot size on target**

PO results for the final spot size, referenced to the initial spot size at the extreme edges of the scanning range are displayed in Figure A18 and are examples of the fields used in the computations represented by the dotted line trends in Figure 6(b). The left column labeled “input” shows the illumination beam immediately after collimation by the first 101.6 mm clear aperture OAP (2 in Figure 5). The middle and right columns are labeled “reflected” and show the beam at the input of OAP 2 after it has been focused by OAP 1, reflected by the cornea, and then collimated by OAP1.

![Figure A17. Spot size on cornea.](image)

![Figure A18. Input vs output transverse beam profiles for an input waist of 0.99 mm.](image)
diffraction in these cases from the top reflector’s right edge. Similar issues are noted for the small scanning angles at the left edge of the top reflector. With larger $d_o$, the distorted incident and reflected fields for the scanning extremes manage to propagate longer, leading to more visible distortion ripples in the reflected fields even in $\theta = 111^\circ$ case (with shorter collimated path length).

The magnitude and phase of the reflected beam at 54 degrees and 111 degrees are shown in the Figure A19 for an input waist of 0.99 mm and a collimated beam path length of 178.8 mm. The reference magnitude and phase are displayed in the left column.

![Figure A19. Magnitude and phase at the detector plane. (Left column) an ideal TEM$_{00}$ Gaussian beam waist is placed at the input plane. (Middle) the reflected beam magnitude and phase sampled at the input plane after routing through OAP mirrors A and B, reflection from the spherical target and then back through OAP A and B. The scan mirror directs the beam centroid at an angle of $\theta = 54^\circ$ w.r.t. the $z$-axis and the OAP mirror tip separation is $d_o = 177.8$ mm. (Right) same as middle except $\theta = 111^\circ$.](image)
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